Controlling magnetism of transition metal atoms by pairing with π electronic states of graphene is intriguing. Herein, through first -principle computation we explore the possibility of switching magnetization by forming the tetrahedral sp 3 metallic d hybrid bonds. Graphene multilayers capped by single -layer cobalt atoms can transform into the sp 3 -bonded diamond films upon the hydrogenation of the bottom surface. While the conversion is favored by hybridization between the sp 3 dangling bonds and metallic d z 2 states, such a strong hybridization can lead to the reorientation of magnetization easy axis of cobalt adatoms in plane to perpendicular. The further investigations identify that this anisotropic magnetization even can be modulated upon the change in charge carrier density, suggesting the possibility of an electric -field control of magnetization reorientation.
I. INTRODUCTION
The modern field of material science has centered on unique properties of one -tofew atom thick two -dimensional (2D) materials. A prototypical example of one -atom thick 2D system that exhibits a various of fascinating phenomena is graphene [1, 2] . In particular, the engineering of the chemical and physical properties of graphene by decorating with functional or metallic atoms is the most intriguing [3, 4] . Conversely, the presence of graphene substantially alters the electronic and magnetic properties of the transition metal atoms, which depends on the degree of hybridization between the metal d orbitals and graphene π bands [5] .
Exploring a thermally stable perpendicular magnetization or magnetic anisotropy (PMA) in otherwise nonmagnetic graphene is at the heart of spintronics research. Yet, there have been a few remarkable studies on the magnetic anisotropy of transition metal atoms, mainly cobalt, on graphene [6] [7] [8] [9] ; for example, unexpectedly large PMA up to an order of 100 meV was predicted in cobalt dimer -benzene pairs [6] . On the other hand, individual Co atoms adsorbed onto graphene on a Pt (111) exhibited an in -plane magnetic anisotropy [10] .
Interestingly, subsequent experiments have shown that the preferable magnetization axis of the Co adatoms on graphene is the underlying metal substrate dependence: out -ofplane in Ru (0001) and in -plane magnetization in Ir (111) [7] . The authors attributed this magnetization reorientation to the modified hybridization between the Co(3d) and graphene p bands by the different graphene/metal interactions (chemisorbed graphene/Ru and physisorbed graphene/Ir and /Pt) [7, 10] . In more recent studies, through C(p z ) Co(d z 2 ) hybridization, the presence of fullerene molecules reverses magnetization easy axis of the underlying Co films in plane to perpendicular [8] .
In addition to these remarkable findings, the promising alternative for tailoring the ferromagnets anisotropy seemingly resides in the use of even stronger bonding features between the tetrahedral sp 3 and metallic d orbitals [4] . In this article, we propose such argument where the magnetization easy axis of the freestanding Co (0001) monolayer is reversed from in plane to perpendicular by forming the sp 3 d z 2 hybrid bonds, which is driven by the chemical functionalization of the bottom surface of graphene layers. The further investigations identify that this anisotropic magnetization even can be modulated upon the change in charge carrier density, suggesting the possibility of an electric -field control of magnetization 2 reorientation.
II. METHODOLOGY
Density -functional theory (DFT) calculations were performed using the Vienna ab initio simulation package (VASP) [12] , and exchange -correlation interactions were described with the generalized gradient approximation (GGA) formulated by Perdew, Burke, and Ernzerhof (PBE) [13] . The modeled structure shown in Fig. 1(b) contains a single layer of cobalt atoms deposited on AB -stacked (Bernal -type stacking) bilayer graphene, the bottom surface of which is chemically treated with hydrogen atoms. For a reference, the oneside hydrogenated bilayer graphene is illustrated in Fig. 1 (a). An energy cutoff of 400 eV and a 21 x 21 x 1 k -mesh were imposed for the lattice and ionic relaxation, where forces acting on atoms were less than 10 −2 eV/Å. Spin -orbit coupling (SOC) term is included using the second -variation method employing the scalar -relativistic eigenfunctions of the valence states [14] . Magnetic anisotropy energy (MAE) is obtained based on the total energy difference when the magnetization directions are in the xy -plane (E ) and along the z -axis
A dense k -points of 41 x 41 x 1 was used for MAE calculations, which was sufficient to get reliable results.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
We first investigated the structural stabilities of the Co/graphene heterostructure under the bottom surface functionalization. Simulating experimental generation of gas phase atoms of hydrogen that can cover up to half the surface of graphene [15] , one of every two atoms of the bottom surface of bilayer graphene is chemisorbed to a hydrogen atom, as shown in Fig. 1(a). The three principle adsorption sites of hydrogen on graphene are taken into account so that to define the most stable atomic structure: namely the hollow, bridge, and top sites.
The total energy calculations show that the most stable adsorption site of hydrogen atoms is the top site. After the chemisorption of hydrogen atoms, the two graphene layers can be separated by the van der Waals (vdW) distance or can form interlayer covalent bonds [4] .
It has been already indicated in our previous study that the latter structure, i.e., interlayer graphene bonds, is not favored upon the one -side hydrogenation [4] . By contrast, the presence of metal substrate results in the thermodynamically stable sp 3 -bonded carbon films over the metal -free hydrogenated graphene layers [4] . This is also the case for the present system where the other surface of bilayer graphene is covered by the monolayer cobalt atoms (See Fig. 1(b) ). Similarly, the two -side hydrogenation (or fluorination) of graphene layers can lead to the favorable C -C interlayer bonds (not shown). Furthermore, we would like to note that the transition barrier from graphene layers to sp 3 -bonded carbon films on metal substrate upon the functionalization was found to be negligibly small [4] , which is expected for the present system. It was also reported that no energy barrier is required for the physisorption -chemisorption transition of the two -side fluorinated BN multilayers [16] . bonds [4, 11] . Furthermore, such sp 3 -bonded diamond -like carbon structure with metal and functional atoms is estimated to be thermodynamically and structurally stable for the thicknesses of up to eight carbon layers, analogues to that in the functionalized graphene on metal substrate [4] . Similar results were also found for the two -side fluorinated sp 3 -bonded BN multilayers [16] .
To better appreciate the strong sp hybrid bonds, as schematically illustrated in the inset of Fig. 4(a) . We further inspect the relationship between the orbital moment mo and MAE according to Brunos model [17] :
where ζ is the strength of SOC and ∆m 0 = m 0 − m 
where Ψ o (Ψ u ) and E o (E u ) represent eigenstates and eigenvalues of occupied (unoccupied) states, respectively. Relative contributions of the nonzero and matrix elements are <
and < Ψ x 2 −y 2 |L x |Ψ xz/yz >= 1, where the positive and negative contributions to MAE are characterized by L z and L x operators, respectively [18] .
In Fig. 4(b) , we assign the energy difference of the largest and closest PDOS peaks to the Fermi level in the most relevant orbital states, d xz/yz and d z 2 , as E u − E o . The energetics and MIGS were mainly attributed to the p z d z 2 hybridization in the majority spin state, as addressed in Fig. 3 . However, from energy -and k -resolved band analyses, no appreciable coupling of the spin -up occupied and unoccupied d -orbital states appears near the Fermi level. This is in line with the previous full -potential studies on a series of 3d -to -5d
systems [19, 20] , in which the spin channel decomposition terms of MAE that involve the Remarkable, the ∆m 0 changes its sign from positive to negative at about 0.1 e/atom. This is due to the nearly flat d z 2 band that appears around 0.5 eV above the Fermi level at the K -M points, while the degenerate d xz/yz orbital states become filled. Thereby, the SOC pairs between these filled d xz/yz and empty d z 2 bands are formed at the K -M, which should provide the negative MAE(k) therein, as for the case of the physisorption but with the level reversal. As expected, we find that the total MAE changes its sign from the PMA to an in -plane magnetization at around 0.3 e/atom, as seen in Fig. 5(b) . These results are of considerable interest in the area of electrically controlled magnetism and magnetoelectric phenomena [21] [22] [23] . 
